For researchers and clinicians, conducting research is like a game of chance. From navigating different platforms or clunky research portals, to authentication challenges, to sifting through search results to find the right information – these challenges may impede successful research and the value of your medical library.

How to Win the Medical Research Game

Don’t Roll the Dice on Your Research Portal.

- Manage and create an effective research portal through a user friendly web-based content management system (CMS).

- Save time in creating your portal with a turnkey and responsive CMS providing an optimal experience across devices.

- Never worry about security issues, expensive upgrades or hosting by utilizing the Stacks subscription service benefits.

- Provide fast, easy access to relevant information through a single search bar.

- Remove frustration from research with rich metadata, direct full-text linking and comprehensive filtering capabilities.

- Combine your collection along with smart search technology to provide an optimal research experience.

- Provide a seamless research experience.

- Allow any user to access any resource with a single sign-on from any location.

- Create a more secure and personalized research experience for users.

- Enables mobile access, allowing users to reach the information they need.

The EBSCO and Partner SaaS suite make the most out of your library resources, connects users to the world’s leading medical publishers and makes research a seamless experience.